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S-1 Lifer Helmet Terry Cloth Sizing Liner
 

Replace your S-1 Lifer Helmet Sizing Liners with some fresh, durable, washable and sweat absorbing Terry Liners! 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Base price with tax $24.00

Price with discount $24.00

Salesprice with discount 

Sales price $24.00

Sales price without tax $24.00

Save: 

Tax amount 

  

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Replace your S-1 Lifer Helmet Sizing Liners with some fresh, durable, washable and sweat absorbing Terry Liners!
• • New wider design for more more sweat absorbing coverage!
The S1 Lifer Terry Liner is a sewn terry cloth replacement sizing liner for the Lifer Helmet. The terry cloth is sewn onto the liner, sealed at the
ends and covers the front and back of the liner making it more durable allowing it to not break down as fast as the standard Lifer sizing liners.
The terry cloth also helps absorb sweat and is washable. We recommend rinsing the Terry Liner under cold running water with or without light
soap, wringing them out and air drying them. The sizing of the S1 Lifer Terry Liner is exactly the same as the standard S-1 liners and are
compatible with all of the Lifer Helmet Shells including the standard Lifer, Mini Lifer and Mega Lifer. One set of Terry Liners come with a back
and front sizing liner and Velcro to attach the liner to the helmet.

• • INSTALLATION NOTE:
If you are adding these terry liners into a helmet that you have already worn please wash the contact points wear you plan to place the new
Velcro with a wet cloth to wipe away any sweat residue that may have built up on the surface of the inner helmet shell.  Doing this will ensure
that the Velcro will stick firmly to the inner shell.
 
Sizing Guide:
Use a soft tape measure to measure the circumference (around) your head and inch above your eyebrows. Keep the tape straight and level
from front to back.

Mini Lifer XS  (18.5")
Mini Lifer SM  (19")
Mini Lifer MED  (19.5")
Mini Lifer LG  (20")
Mini Lifer XL  (20.5")

Lifer SM  (21")
Lifer MED  (21.5")
Lifer LG  (22")
Lifer XL  (22.5")
Lifer XXL  (23")
Lifer XXXL  (23.5")

Mega Lifer SM  (24")
Mega Lifer MED  (24.5")
Mega Lifer LG  (25")
Mega Lifer XL  (25.5")
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Mega Lifer XXL  (26")
Mega Lifer XXXL  (26.5")

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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